How to connect with SSID "tsubaki-III" in KEK wireless environment

How to connect with SSID "tsubaki-III" in KEK wireless environment

Click [Next]

①

Application for Wireless LAN access (Tsukuba Campus) Wireless

If the broadcast of tsukuba-III has been stopped on Sep. 10, 2014, those who are connecting with tsukuba-III need to share with SSID "tsubaki-III" Wi-Fi-PSK key.

※The Wi-Fi-PSK key is prohibited to reprint.

※Make sure you can connect.
※If the connection key is not displayed, Please apply your Mac address.

Input the connection key for tsubaki-III and connect with internet.

②

③

※Make sure you can connect.
※If the connection key is not displayed, Please apply your Mac address.